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Chapter 2  Solid Earth Simulation

In this project, GeoFEM, a parallel FEM platform for solid earth simulation, has been ported to the Earth Simulator and

optimized. Various types of special procedures for solid earth simulations have been developed and added to the GeoFEM

platform. Feasibility of GeoFEM for various types of applications has been also evaluated on the Earth Simulator. In FY.2005,

we developed robust and efficient iterative linear solvers for ill-conditioned problems with abrupt change of mesh size and a

library for Fast Multipole Method (FMM). For ill-conditioned problems with abrupt change of mesh size, RCM (Reverse

Cuthill-Mckee) ordering provides faster and robust convergence than multicolor ordering. Moreover, procedures of GeoFEM

for elastic solid mechanics have been evaluated through stress analysis of trabecular bones.
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1. Preconditioned Iterative Solvers on the Earth
Simulator with Ordering for Ill-conditioned
Problems with Abrupt Change of Mesh Size
In order to achieve minimal parallelization overhead in

symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) cluster, multi-level hybrid

programming model with MPI and OpenMP, and flat MPI

approach have been widely employed [1]. Efficiency

depends on hardware performance (CPU speed, communica-

tion bandwidth, memory bandwidth, and their balance), fea-

tures of applications, and problem size [2].

In the previous work [1], author developed an efficient

parallel iterative solver for finite-element applications on the

Earth Simulator (ES) [3]. The method employs three-level

hybrid parallel programming model consisting of MPI,

OpenMP and vectorization. Multicolor-based reordering

methods have been applied in order to achieve optimum per-

formance, in the ILU/IC type method. Developed method

attained 3.8 TFLOPS with 176 SMP nodes of ES, correspon-

ding to more than 33% of the peak performance (11.3

TFLOPS).

While the three-level hybrid and flat MPI parallel pro-

gramming models offer similar performance, the hybrid pro-

gramming model outperforms flat MPI in the problems with

large numbers of SMP nodes [1]. 

Convergence of the iterative solvers using multicolor-type

reordering method can be improved by increasing the num-

ber of colors because of fewer incompatible local graphs [1].

But this reduces the number of elements in each color, which

means shorter innermost loops for vectorization.

Figure 1 shows the effect of color number on convergence

of ICCG solvers with multicolor reordering for linear elastic

problem on a cube [1]. Iteration number for convergence

decreases as color number increases in both of flat MPI and

hybrid parallel programming models. Hybrid programming

model requires slightly smaller number of iterations for con-

vergence.

Figure 2 shows effect of color number on performance of

the Earth Simulator. In both of flat MPI and hybrid, GFLOPS

rate decreases as color number increases. Therefore, elapsed

Fig. 1  Effect of color number in multicolor reordering. Iteration number

for convergence (ε = 1.0–8) on 3D linear elastic problem in a cube

[1] (Problem size = 3,000,000 DOF (3 × 1003) using 1 SMP node

(8 PE's). (BLACK Circles: Flat MPI, WHITE Circles: Hybrid).
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for convergence. Therefore, vector performance is reduced

due to smaller loop length. Sometimes, as many number of

color as FEM node number is required for convergence in

reasonable number of iterations. In such situations, vector

performance is significantly reduced. 

RCM (Reverse-Cuthill Mckee) reordering has been intro-

duced in place of multicolor reordering. RCM method is a

typical level set reordering method. In Cuthill-Mckee

reordering, the elements of a level set are traversed from the

nodes of the lowest degree to those of the highest degree

according to dependency relationships, where the degree

refers to the number of nodes connected to each node. In

RCM, permutation arrays obtained in Cuthill-Mckee

reordering are reversed. RCM results in much less fill-in for

Gaussian elimination and is suitable for iterative methods

with IC or ILU preconditioning. Usually, RCM provides

fewer incompatible nodes [1] than multicoloring, therefore

convergence of the method with RCM ordering is faster.

But, numbers of the elements in each level set is irregular, as

shown in Fig. 5 (a). Remedy is RCM with cyclic-multicolor-

ing (CM) proposed in [1], but CM-RCM provides slower

convergence than original RCM. In this study, original RCM

has been applied.

Fig. 6 shows convergence of multicolor (MC) and RCM

reordering for 3D linear elastic problems in a cube, where

maximum ratio of neighboring mesh length is 33. Fast con-

vergence has been attained with RCM. Fig. 7 shows effect of

time for computation is longer for 1,000 color cases, although

iteration number decreases, as shown in Fig. 2. This feature is

much more significant in hybrid than in Flat MPI. Size of vec-

tor register in the Earth Simulator is 256 [3]. In this case with

1003 finite-element nodes on 8 PE's, average innermost loop-

length is 256 for the case with 488 colors. But, Fig. 2 shows

that the performance of hybrid programming model decreases

when the color number is about 100. This is mainly because

of synchronization overhead of OpenMP.

In visco-elastic FEM simulations for stress accumulation

at plate boundaries using split-node models [4, 5], adaptive

mesh refinement (AMR) is applied to the area with large slip

conditions for accurate solutions, as shown in Fig. 3. Abrupt

change of local mesh size provides slow convergence of iter-

ative solvers due to large condition number.

Fig. 4 shows effect of color numbers on iterations for con-

vergence of 3D linear elastic problems in a cube [1] with

multicolor reordering, where maximum ratio of neighboring

mesh length is 33. Cube includes 323 nodes and problem has

been solved on a single processor of the Earth Simulator.

In this type of problems, many colors are usually required

Fig. 2  Effect of color number in multicolor reordering on the Earth

Simulator with 1 SMP node (8 PE's). 3D linear elastic problem

in a cube [1] (Problem size = 3,000,000 DOF (3 × 1003). (a)

GFLOPS rate, (b) Elapsed Time for Computation. (BLACK

Circles: Flat MPI, WHITE Circles: Hybrid).
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Fig. 3  Meshes with adaptive local refinement for stress accumulation

simulations at fault boundaries.

Fig. 4  Effect of color number on iterations for convergence of 3D linear

elastic problem in a cube [1] (Problem size = 98,304 DOF (3 × 323).

(BLACK Circles: Irregular Mesh (Max. Ratio of Neighboring Mesh

Size is 33, WHITE Circles: Uniform Mesh).
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colors on performance. Performance of RCM is competitive

with MC with close number of colors. Effect of irregular

number of elements in each level-set seems small in single

PE (and flat MPI) cases. 

2. Library for Fast Multipole Method (FMM)
In FEM, effect of only neighboring elements is consid-

ered, therefore coefficient matrices are usually sparse and

size of storage is O(N), where N is number of unknown. On

the contrast, boundary element method (BEM) and certain

category of methods for molecular dynamics (MD) require

global information for accurate computation. In these cases,

coefficient matrices are usually dense. O(N2) storage is

required. Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [6] is remedy for

reducing O(N2) storage to O(NlogN) or O(N). There are

many approaches, but common idea is to cluster the effects

Fig. 5  Example of hyperplane/RCM, multicoloring and CM-RCM

reordering for 2D geometry [1].

Fig. 6  Effect of color number on iterations for convergence of 3D linear

elastic problem in a cube [1] with abrupt change of mesh size,

where maximum ratio of neighboring mesh size is 33. (Problem

size = 98,304 DOF (3 × 323). (BLACK Circles: Multicolor (MC)

reordering, BLACK Triangle: RCM reordering).
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Fig. 7  Effect of color number on performance of 3D linear elastic prob-

lem in a cube [1] with abrupt change of mesh size, where maxi-

mum ratio of neighboring mesh size is 33. (Problem size = 98,304

DOF (3 × 323). (BLACK Circles: Multicolor (MC) reordering,

BLACK Triangle: RCM reordering).
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Fig. 8  Comparison of Flat MPI and Hybrid programming model for

replica-exchange simulations with FMM.
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of elements in far field [6]. In this study, FMM library based

on Anderson's method has been developed and applied to

protein folding simulation code based on replica-exchange

method [6].

Fig. 8 shows comparison between flat MPI and hybrid

parallel programming model for replica-exchange simula-

tions with FMM. Hybrid parallel programming model pro-

vides much better performance than flat MPI. Fig. 9 shows

performance of large-scale protein folding simulations in

water using hybrid parallel programming model. 117,649

atom's with 512 replica's are considered with 2,048 PE's of

the Earth Simulator. Parallel efficiency was 91.56%, vector

operation ratio was 99.07% and total performance was 3.9

TFLOPS (24% of peak).

3. Stress Analysis of Trabecular Bone using GeoFEM 
Finally, static stress analysis has been conducted by static

linear application of GeoFEM [7]. Trabecular bone has very

complicated structure, as shown in Fig.10. Arrangement of

molecules in crystal is heterogeneous. If heterogeneity is con-

sidered, coefficient matrices are ill-conditioned even for elas-

tic problems, therefore convergence of iterative solver is

slower. Fig.11 shows effect of heterogeneity on convergence

of linear elastic problems for trabecular bone in Fig.10 with

200,000 elements. Various types of preconditioning methods

provided by GeoFEM have been tested. Generally, block-type

preconditioning methods, such as block diagonal and block

SSOR, provide faster convergence. This feature is significant

in heterogeneous cases. Finally, Fig.12 shows displacement

distribution of 3D static linear analysis of quail's leg model

with 5.2 × 107 elements (> 108 DOF). It took 12 hours until

convergence using 10 SMP nodes of the Earth Simulator.
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Fig. 9  Performance of Large-scale Simulations (Hybrid Parallel

Programming Model)

Fig.10  Structure of trabecular bone [7].
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Fig.11  Convergence history of 3D linear elastic stress analysis on tra-

becular bone model in Fig. 5 with 200,0000 elements [7].

Fig.12  Displacement distribution of 3D static linear analysis of quail's

leg model with 5.2 × 107 elements (> 108 DOF). It took 12 hours

until convergence using 10 SMP nodes of the Earth Simulator.
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